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ANNUAL REVIEW
OWN THE PODIUM
To be a world leader in high performance sport at
the Olympic and Paralympic Games

MESSAGE FROM CHAIR AND CEO
Canada’s sport community spent the majority of 2019-20 readying Olympic and Paralympic athletes and coaches for the Summer Games in
Tokyo.
However, the global pandemic brought the international sport community to a halt. In the days following Coronavirus’ (COVID-19) arrival to
North America in March, we witnessed a slew of closures to national training centres, the cancellation of winter and summer international
events both at home and abroad, and final preparations for Tokyo 2020 were shattered.
It can be argued that high performance athletes and coaches are overachievers. They are born and bred to train and compete. As COVID-19
owned the podium around the world, the winter season also ground to a standstill. Anxiety set in for summer sport organizations, athletes
and coaches ready to put four years of training to the test in hopes of finally realizing their Olympic and Paralympic dreams.
This current pandemic is amongst the most challenging health issues that we have had to face. Lives are at risk and there is an unprecedented
level of worry and fear in our communities. It also presented tremendous challenges for athletes who were forced to find creative ways to
train at home with no access to their daily training environments.
To help alleviate the concern and pressure to train in a high-risk environment, Team Canada announced in March it would not send a Team to
Tokyo in the summer of 2020, allowing the entire high-performance sport community to focus on doing its part to help all governments and
health officials stem the spread of COVID-19.

Todd Nicholson
Board Chair

Anne Merklinger
CEO

With the International Olympic Committee postponing the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games one year to 2021, it has provided the team at
Own the Podium the opportunity to pause and re-engage with national sport organizations through a lens of having a second chance to
identify and close gaps that remain or emerged in preparation for Tokyo.
What was clear during this period of reflection is that prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, Canada’s athletes were tracking well. A half a year out
from the 2020 Opening Ceremonies, Canada’s summer sport athletes were on pace to achieve its stretch goal of improving on the 22 Olympic
medal haul from Rio. With an unprecedented eight Olympic and five Paralympic team sports already qualified for Tokyo, now more than ever
before, Canada has more athletes within striking distance of the podium. Reaching the midpoint of the winter sport quadrennial, Canadian
athletes were also ready for the final two critical years of Olympic and Paralympic qualifying.
This does not happen without strong partnerships who share a steadfast commitment to continue working together to improve the system.
The financial backing from our largest partner, the Government of Canada, along with additional funding and leadership provided by the
Canadian Olympic Committee (COC), Canadian Paralympic Committee (CPC) and their respective Foundations have delivered results.
This year, we welcomed the arrival of a new Minister of Canadian Heritage. We were delighted to begin working on Canada’s enhanced
excellence strategy with the Honourable Steven Guilbeault, along with four-time Olympic medallist, Adam van Koeverden who transitioned
from paddling to parliament. Adam was named Parliamentary Secretary to Minister Guilbeault.
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MESSAGE FROM CHAIR AND CEO
Over the past 12 months, Own the Podium has also strengthened its partnership with the COC through an historic nine-year Memorandum of Understanding. This important agreement
reinforces the COC’s confidence in Own the Podium to continue to provide the critical technical guidance and financial investment recommendations to support national sport organizations that
demonstrate medal potential.
We have also worked closer with the CPC to increase collaboration focused on high performance athlete development, identification and transfer. This past year also saw a strong partnership
emerge with the Coaching Association of Canada in providing a safe sport environment that welcomes all Canadians.
We remain grateful for the ongoing relationship with our partner Canadian Tire Bank who continues to be a key difference maker in driving podium performance through its Sports Analytics
Team. SAS is another valuable contributor to Canada’s sport analytics strategy. Medals at the elite level are often won by the tiniest of margins, and the analytics expertise provided by Canadian
Tire Bank and SAS is helping to close those small gaps on the world stage for Canadian athletes. Own the Podium knows that we must continue to drive research and innovation at the highest
levels of sport to remain in the game as the performance bar continues to be raised around the world.
Times of crisis also present opportunities to allow partners to do more together. Own the Podium, in partnership with the COC and CPC, assembled a 27-member Task Force that received
international recognition from the World Health Organization for Canada’s Return To Sport Strategy from the club to elite level.
It is important to recognize 2020 was a milestone year for our organization. February 2020 marked the 10th anniversary of Canada hosting the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games in
Vancouver-Whistler. It also was a time to recognize the 15-year anniversary of Own the Podium (founded in 2005).
The impact of Vancouver-Whistler continues to permeate through the Canadian sport system. Now more than ever before Canadians believe they can, and will, win. Ten years later, a culture
focused on excellence and podium performance is fully entrenched in Canada’s athletes and coaches.
More sports across Canada’s summer and winter landscape are demonstrating medal potential than ever before. Together, we are now driving support deeper into the system to develop medal
potential athletes.
On behalf of the Board of Directors and staff at Own the Podium, we would like to thank and congratulate everyone in Canada’s high performance sport community for their focus and
dedication.
Own the Podium continues to make tough decisions each day. Every decision made is extremely difficult. We are currently challenging ourselves in the renewal of our strategic plan and priorities
to ensure we continue to deliver the resources Canada’s athletes and coaches need and deserve well beyond Toyko and Beijing.
We wish all of our summer athletes, coaches, and national sport organizations the very best in Tokyo. We look forward to seeing the Canadian flag being raised above the Olympic and
Paralympic podiums before switching our focus back to the ice and snow in the final charge to Beijing 2022.
It is our belief sport has the power to, and will, heal our nation.
Stay healthy. Stay safe.
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FUNDING PARTNERS
The largest contributor of funding for high performance sport is the Government of Canada with additional funding
provided by the Canadian Olympic Committee/Canadian Olympic Foundation, the Canadian Paralympic
Committee/Paralympic Foundation of Canada, along with the corporate community.
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ABOUT
VISION
For Canada to be a world leader in high performance sport at the
Olympic and Paralympic Games.

MISSION
To provide the technical leadership for Canadian sports to achieve
sustainable and improved podium performances at the Olympic and
Paralympic Games through a values based approach.
MANDATE
OTP provides technical leadership and guidance to national sport
organizations with the aim of delivering more Olympic and Paralympic
medals for Canada. OTP makes funding recommendations through
prioritized investment strategies using an evidence informed, expert
driven, targeted and collaborative approach.
VALUES
Excellence, bold leadership, collaboration, respect, integrity,
accountability and diversity.

OUR PRIORITIES

Strategic focus areas

Performance Sciences
Research & Innovation

Podium Excellence
There are medal potential athletes in all
targeted individual events led by world
leading coaches and supported by a
sufficient measurable pool of Next
Generation podium potential athletes.

We have world class integrated support
teams working with coaches and
technical leaders for each targeted sport
increasing the achievement of podium
performance goals incorporating
innovative world leading sport science
and medicine research.

Team sports have identified and
developed a sufficient pool of athletes
that will lead to sustainable podium
performance.

Organizational Excellence

System Excellence
There is an increasing number and quality
of world class athletes, coaches and
technical leaders supported by fully
functional CSI/CSCs.

We are a leading organization in high
performance sport in Canada and
around the world.

.
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PODIUM EXCELLENCE –
WINTER SPORTS
01

02

03

2019-20 OTP WINTER TARGETED SPORTS

18 Olympic Sports/Sport Disciplines: 11 Core | 7 Strategic
5 Paralympic Sports/Sport Disciplines : 4 Core |1 Strategic

NEXT GENERATION FUNDING (NG)

Specific funding was provided for athletes on a validated podium pathway for subsequent Games earmarked for Coaching / Technical Leadership, Daily Training
Environment, Competition and Sports Science and Sport Medicine services.
• $3.2M Olympic NG Funding: ($1.6M private sector through the COC/COF matched by $1.6M in public funds)
• $0.8M Paralympic NG Funding: ($0.4M private sector through the CPC/PFC matched by $0.4M in public funds)
• Total NG athlete pool benefitting from NG Funding: Olympic = 379 (+Men’s Ice Hockey) & Paralympic = 46

PODIUM POOL AT YEAR 1: 2020 versus 2016

The 2019-2020 season saw strong depth of performance from athletes targeted for medal potential in 2022. Unfortunately in most cases these athletes had
their seasons interrupted by the pandemic prior to major benchmark events. The robust nature of the World Cup (WC) class events in winter sport provide a
secondary set of benchmarks for these athletes. All such benchmarks indicate that the podium programs continue to be on track to deliver Olympic and
Paralympic performances in 2022, though attention will need to be paid to the transition of Next Generation athletes to improve the number of athletes
prepared to emerge in the next quadrennial.
2016 WC Performance
Average per World Cup*

2020 WC Performance
Average per World Cup*

Top-8

42%

41%

37%

Top-5

25%

27%

25%

24%

Top-3

14%

19%

8%

7%

Top-1

4%

6%

2016 WC Performance
Average per World Cup*

2020 WC Performance
Average per World Cup*

Top-8

63%

57%

Top-5

42%

Top-3
Top-1

OLYMPIC

* Not including Ice Hockey or Curling

PARALYMPIC

* Not including Ice Hockey or Curling

PODIUM EXCELLENCE –
SUMMER SPORTS
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2019-20 OTP SUMMER TARGETED SPORTS

• 33 Olympic Sports/Sport Disciplines: 9 Core | 17 Strategic | 7 Team Sport Strategy
• 15 Paralympic Sports/Sport Disciplines: 5 Core | 8 Strategic | 2 Team Sport Strategy

TECHNICAL GUIDANCE FOR NON-TARGETED SPORTS

• As a result of the first year of the High Performance Planning Workshop Series, 6 Sports and Sport disciplines have developed their first documented High
Performance Plans.
• The High Performance Planning Workshop Series has continued building on concepts from year 1 with 15 NSOs participating (with multiple disciplines).
The majority of non-targeted NSOs and sport disciplines continue to be engaged in regular sport specific technical guidance in addition to attending series
sessions, virtually and in person (subject to COVID restrictions).
• Two previously non-targeted sport disciplines have received OTP funding recommendations.

NEXT GENERATION FUNDING (NG)

Specific funding was provided for athletes on a validated podium pathway for subsequent Games earmarked for Coaching / Technical Leadership, Daily
Training Environment, Competition and Sports Science and Sport Medicine services.
• $4.8M Olympic NG Funding: ($2.4M private sector through the COC/COF matched by $2.4M in public funds)
• $1.2M Paralympic NG Funding: ($0.6M private sector through the CPC/PFC matched by $0.6M in public funds)
• Total NG athlete pool benefitting from NG Funding: Olympic = 741 & Paralympic = 162

PODIUM POOL AT YEAR 3 OF THE QUAD: 2019 versus 2015
OLYMPIC

2015 Para-World Champs
Results (Rolling)

2019 Para-World Champs
Results (Rolling)

Top-8

112

97

43

Top-5

55

58

20

23

Top-3

31

31

3

5

Top-1

9

6

2015 World Championship
Results (Rolling)

2019 World Championship
Results (Rolling)

Top-8

63

81

Top-5

38

Top-3
Top-1

PARALYMPIC

PERFORMANCE SCIENCES, RESEARCH & INNOVATION
01
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03

PODIUM PATHWAY

• New engagement with 4 NSO’s on podium probabilities and advanced analytics: Softball, Archery, Triathlon, Beach Volleyball
• New or updated analytics tools for 14 NSO's, CPC and OTP Winter Team. Global dashboards to summarize across results all Winter sports for OTP review
process
• New drafts & implementation Gold Medal Profile (GMP) plans for 5 targeted sports: Biathlon, XC, Para-Nordic, Artistic Swimming, Golf
• Gold Medal Profile (GMP) Combat Sport Workshop on Technical/Tactical Analysis

PERFORMANCE SCIENCES

• Ongoing work and development in performance sciences via 5 National Working Groups: Athlete Monitoring, Data
Management, Culture of Excellence, Return to Health & Performance, Relative Energy Deficiency (RED-s)
• Hosted national symposium on Return to Health & Performance – 40 delegates
• SPIN Summit 2019 – Toronto, Canada. Theme: Neurosciences in HP Sport, ‘The Brain Game’. 255 participants. 28
Speakers

RESEARCH & INNOVATION

• Delivered three National Think Tanks: Culture of Excellence, Data Analytics, Return to Performance
• 21 Innovation 4 Gold research projects funded
• Eight OTP-Mitacs in progress with three new OTP/Mitacs research projects approved in applied sport technology
in 2019-20
• Initiated National Strategy for Research & Innovation in High Performance Sport – expected completion January
2021

PRACTITIONER PATHWAY
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• Launched national Women in Sport Science program – matching mentor and mentee with targeted professional
development
• Launched national LEAD program to develop leadership competencies in HP sport scientists – Cohort #1 – 19
participants
• Launched High Performance Certification (HPC) for sport scientist program. National certification
verifying/developing HP competencies.
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SYSTEM EXCELLENCE
Coaching Enhancement Program (CEP):
Managed and delivered by OTP, the Coaching Enhancement Program (CEP) has been providing enhanced development opportunities to the coaches of Canada’s High
Performance sport system since the spring of 2017. The CEP is a collaborative project involving COC, CPC, Sport Canada, Coaching Association of Canada and OTP. In the 3 years of
the program, the CEP has reached (through one program or another) over 300 coaches of targeted athletes in Summer/Winter Olympic/Paralympic sports (as of March 31,
2020). Over the course of 2019-2020, the CEP has delivered the following initiatives.
• Assessment: 58 coaches; 7 intakes
• Canada Coach: 46 coaches; 5 cohorts
• Cohorts 1-3 officially completed Canada Coach
• Performance Workshops: 65 coaches; 8 workshops
• Targeted PD: 61 coaches; 11 NSOs
• Women in Coaching: 34 coaches; 2 NSOs
• Re-integration: 3 coaches; 3 NSOs
• Coach Summit: 108 HP Personnel (69 coaches)
The CEP underwent an internal review in September 2019 which led to reaffirming several aspects of the program and identifying priority shifts that should take place in a
proposed CEP 2.0. With the advent of COVID-19, the CEP was redirected in the spring of 2020 to align CEP programming and priorities through the pandemic and recovery. This
second review led to the identification of two key priorities: 1) Upcoming Games Podium Performance (Tokyo and Beijing); 2) COVID recovery initiatives. These priorities will
guide the delivery of the CEP through to March 2022.

FUNDING REPORT
NSO AND CSC/CSIs FUNDING – YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2020
This report summarizes Own the Podium’s recommendations to funding partners who distribute funds directly to National Sport Organizations and Canadian Sport Centres/Canadian Sport Institutes.

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Sport Canada

$66,100,000

COC – NSOs and CSC/CSIs

$10,206,896

COC – Olympic Legacy Coaching Fund (OLCF)

$530,000

CPC

$1,000,000

TOTAL

$77,836,896

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
NSO – Winter

$25,515,396

NSO – Summer

$41,691,500

NSO – Team Sports

$5,600,000

NSO – OLCF (Winter)

$530,000

CSC/CSIs

$4,500,000

TOTAL

$77,836,896
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FINANCIAL REPORT
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FINANCIAL REPORT
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Suite 120, 700 Industrial Ave
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 5Y9
613-236-2052
www.ownthepodium.org

